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Abstract— This paper presents a rotation tracking system
using a tri-axis MEMS accelerometer and a tri-axis
magnetometer sensor that is placed on the human hand. This
system recognizes the human wrist’s rotation in the pronationsupination, extension-flexion and ulnar-radial movements. The
proposed system also is able to measure the degrees of the
rotations.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Humans use their hands for tasks which have a high degree
of complexity and utility. The wrist’s role is critical in most
functional operations of the human hand. Some professions
require specific characteristics in the wrist movement including
precision, smoothness and minimization of overshoot.
Earlier, most human hand movement detections were
performed based on the computer vision approach [1].
Emerging Micro-Electro-Mechanical-System (MEMS) sensors
with favorable specifications such as light weight, compact size
and low energy consumption resolved many limitations present
in the computer vision technique. In contrast to the computer
vision approach, utilizing the body-mounted MEMS sensors
involves less environmental limitations. The inertial sensors are
only influenced by user movement and the external parameters
such as light conditions and background changes do not
interfere with the computations.
The main contribution of the work reported in this paper is
to recognize the wrist’s rotation with a tri-axis accelerometer
and a tri-axis magnetometer, which are attached to the human
hand. The wrist can rotate in three dimensions and the
proposed system is able to recognize in which axes the rotation
took place. The proposed system also is able to distinguish if
the rotation is counterclockwise or clockwise (pronationsupination), if the rotation is upward or downward (extensionflexion), and whether the rotation took place to the right or to
the left (ulnar-radial).
II.

RELATED STUDIES
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Some research has been performed on placement of inertial
sensors on different locations of the human body [1], [2].
Generally, the application areas for hand-motion sensing
efforts are in the rehabilitation process, diagnosing disorders,
sports training and in human-computer interaction.
Chernbumroong [3] used an accelerometer to classify five daily
living human activities. Sanka [4] used an accelerometer for
tracking patients undergoing rehabilitation after a stroke.
Burchfield [5] detected abnormal human movements with a
wireless accelerometer network.
Some studies have been performed on the wrist joint
movements. Rahman [6] utilized a 2D accelerometer capable
of measuring two simultaneous angular movements. That
system is able to capture either extension-flexion and
pronation-supination, or ulnar-radial and pronation-supination
simultaneously. Strohmeier [7] used stretch sensors to measure
wrist movement. Crossan [8] investigated the wrist rotation in
the resting, seated standing and walking positions. Several
studies focused on analysis of wrist rotation [9,10], axes of
rotation [11] , reference frames[12,13], etc. Some studies
investigate how wrist motion changes under different
conditions [14-16].
III.

BACKGROUND

A. Accelerometers
An accelerometer is an electro-mechanical sensor that
detects the acceleration forces. These forces include the Earth’s
gravitational force, which is a static force, and also the
dynamic forces caused by the accelerometer’s movements.
Generally, the MEMS accelerometers consist of a
moveable mass with plates that are attached through a
mechanical suspension system to a reference frame [17]. The
plates represent capacitors. When an external acceleration is
applied to the accelerometer, the mass deflects from its
position. The deflection of the mass is measured using the
capacitive changes. Depending on the number of the
accelerometer’s axes, different rotational angles can be
detected [18].
The three accelerometer’s axes are located in an orthogonal
coordinate system, such that the X- and Y- axes are in the

horizontal plane with respect to the Earth, and the Z-axis is
outwardly perpendicular to this plane. When the accelerometer
is not under any external forces, except the Earth’s
gravitational force, it measures the projection of the Earth’s
gravity in the three axes. If the accelerometer is located on the
horizontal plane without any movement, the X- and Y- axes
show zero and the only sensed acceleration presents in the Zaxis equal to -1g. It shows a negative number because the
orientation of the Earth’s acceleration and the orientation of the
Z-axis are opposite. The rotational angles around the X- and Yaxes can be calculated by utilizing the accelerometer output. If
,
and
are the calibrated accelerometer outputs,
equations (1) and (2) calculate the rotational angles around the
X- and Y- axes respectively. The accelerometer is insensitive
to the rotation about the Z-axis. To calculate this rotational
angle, which is rotation from magnetic North, a magnetometer
should be added to the system [7].
(1)
(2)
B. Magnetometers
A tri-axis magnetometer detects the Earth’s magnetic field
and it is not sensitive to device motion acceleration. This field
is described by three orthogonal components. In this
arrangement, the positive values point northward in the X-axis,
eastward in the Y-axis and downward in the Z-axis. The total
Earth’s field strength is calculated by equation (3). H is the
magnetic vector on the horizontal plane with respect to the
Earth.
(3)
The magnetometer provides the heading angle using a
known reference, which is the magnetic north. In our previous
work [19], a sensor fusion algorithm was implemented to
compensate the tilt error for magnetometer. Based on that
sensor fusion algorithm, the magnetometer is used in this study
to calculate the rotation about the Z-axis.
IV.

V.

QUADRANT ADJUSTMENT

Figure (1-a) depicts the accelerometer’s behavior under the
influence of a 360˚ counterclockwise rotation around the Xaxis. The experiment was repeated and this time a 360˚
clockwise rotation was applied to the sensor. The results are
presented in Figure (1-b). Comparing Figure (1-a) and (1-b), it
is observed that while the Z-axis waves are the same in both
the clockwise and counterclockwise rotations, the Y-axis
outputs are reverse in clockwise and counterclockwise
rotations.
The experiment was repeated to record the accelerometer
behavior in 360˚ clockwise and counterclockwise rotations
around the Y-axis. The results are shown in in Figures (2-a)
and (2-b) for counterclockwise and clockwise rotations,
respectively.
Equations (1) and (2) were used to calculate the rotation
around the X- and Y-axes. The inverse tangent function returns
the value on the [
] interval, which are located on the
Quadrant I and IV. Figure (3-a) depicts the inverse tangent’s
output for 360˚ rotation. Noticeable error is evident in the result
of the inverse tangent. While the result should have an
increasing trend from the zero to 360˚, it appears in the range
of [-90, 90].
To compute the angle throughout the entire 360˚ rotation,
quadrant justification [20] should be applied to the
computations. The inverse tangent yields the correct results for
Quadrant I and there is no need to justify this quadrant. In
Quadrant II, a decreasing trend is seen from 90˚ to zero, which
should be an increasing trend on the interval [90˚, 180˚]. By
subtracting the inverse tangent results from 180˚, the true
results are computed for Quadrant II. In Quadrant III, a
negative decreasing trend is observed. Subtracting these
negative numbers from 180˚ yields the correct angles, which
are between 180˚ and 270˚. Table (1) shows the Quadrant
justification for all Quadrants.

DATA ACQUISITION

The raw data were extracted from a tri-axis accelerometer
and a tri-axis magnetometer. The raw data needed to be
calibrated. The calibration process was applied to the raw
measurements to calculate the normalize data. The
accelerometer calibration process produces normalized data so
that at any position of the sensor equation (4) is true. In this
equation,
,
and
are normalized data in
the X-, Y- and Z-axes respectively.

a-Counterclockwise

b-Clockwise

Figure 1: Rotation around the X-axis

(4)
To eliminate the noise, the accelerometer normalized data
were filtered with a Butterworth low pass filter.

a-Counterclockwise

b-Clockwise

Figure 2: Rotation around the Y-axis

Finally in Quadrant IV, by adding 360˚ to the negative
angles, which are computed from the inverse tangent, the
correct results can be computed. Figure (3-b) illustrates the
result after applying the quadrant justification.
VI.

WRIST MOVEMENTS

The bones of the human wrist include of eight carpal bones,
which are arranged in two rows [21]. The carpal bones connect
proximally to the radius of the forearm and distally to the five
metacarpals of the hand [22]. The wrist motion occurs by
translating and rotating the carpal bones relative to each other
and to bones proximal and distal to the wrist.

The horizontal tilt of the wrist makes the thumb-arm angle
change. This movement is called radial when hand rotates to
the thumb side and ulnar when the hand rotates to the opposite
side [21]. Figure (6) shows the radial-ulnar movements.
The maximum rotation for flexion is 60˚ and for extension
is equal to 45˚ [6]. The range of maximum motion for
pronation and supination together is 125˚, with 60% of this
range allocated to pronation [6]. For radial and ulnar
movements the range of rotation is 30˚ and 15˚, respectively
[6].

The International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) has
defined anatomical terms of movements [13]. The global
motions involving many bones were defined, including wrist
flexion-extension and radial-ulnar deviation, as well as forearm
pronation-supination movements.
The pronation-supination movements happen when the
human wrist rotates, while the palm’s direction changes with
no variation in the palm-to-arm or thumb-to-arm angles [7].
For the right hand, the counterclockwise motion is defined as
pronation, and the clockwise motion is called supination. In
pronation, the position of the palm changes from facing
sideways to facing down.
The vertical movements of the human wrist are called
flexion-extension. The vertical movement of the wrist when it
moves upward is called extension and the downward vertical
movement is called flexion. In the extension-flexion
movements the angle between the palm of the hand and the
arm changes.
Figures (4-a) and (4-b) illustrate pronation-supination
movements and Figures (5-a) and (5-b) illustrate the extensionflexion movements.

a-Pronation

Figure 4: Wrist’s Pronation-Supination movements

a-Extension

b-Quadrant justified output

Figure 3: The 360 degrees rotation
Table I.
Quadrant

b-Flexion

Figure 5: Wrist’s Extension-Flexion movements

a-Radial
a-Invers tangent output

b-Supination

b-Ulnar

Figure 6: Wrist’s Radial-Ulnar movements

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Quadrant Justification
Correct
interval

Quadrant
justification

I

Inverse
tangent
interval
Ө=[0˚, 90˚]

Ө=[0˚, 90˚]

---

II

Ө=[90˚, 0˚]

Ө=[90˚, 180˚]

180-Ө

III

Ө=[0˚, -90˚]

Ө=[180˚, 270˚]

180-Ө

IV

Ө=[-90˚, 0˚]

Ө=[270˚, 360˚]

360+Ө

For evaluating the performance of our proposed approach,
different data sets were recorded. The data were recorded from
both left and right hands. For all clockwise movements, the
system calculates negative angle while in all counterclockwise
movements the response of the system is a positive angle.
While the arm was located in the front of the body,
supination movement was applied to the right hand. Figure (7)
presents the supination rotation results. The experiment was
repeated for pronation movement and the result is depicted in
Figure (8). Comparing Figures (7) and (8), it is evident that the
system delivers negative results for the clockwise movement
and positive results for the counterclockwise movements.

Next, extension-flexion movements were applied to the
right hand and the results depict in the figures (9) and (10). The
system yields negative results for extension and positive results
for flexion.
Ulnar-radial movements are rotations around Z-axis. To
compute these rotational angles, the magnetometer data are
used in combination with the accelerometer data. Ulnar-radial
movements were applied to the wrist and experimental results
confirmed the performance of the proposed system. For the
right hand, radial movement yields a negative rotational angle
and ulnar movement produces positive measurement.
Figure 10: Right hand Flexion rotation

To recognize these wrist movements, our proposed system
identifies on which axis the rotation was applied and also
checks the sign of the measured value.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an orientation tracking system was
implemented to capture the movement of the human wrist in
three degrees of freedom. The proposed system recognizes the
type and extent of the rotations. The experimental results
confirmed the performance of the system.
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